
Michael Logozar

Award winning Austin, TX based solo pianist and composer
Michael Logozar delivers heartfelt piano melodies with a rare level 
of artistry and emotion. 

Classically trained from childhood, Michael spent time record-
ing and producing other artists before deciding to share his own 
brand of contemporary instrumental piano music with the world.   
 
Michael is an active member of the Whisperings community of 
pianists, performing across the country and also hosting shows 
with other artists in the Austin area.

“Logozar” pronounced:      LO - go - zar 

Music Style:    
Contemporary Solo Piano, similar in genre to Jim Brickman,  Kevin Kern, and David Lanz

Discography:   
Coming Into View  - solo piano (2008)
Time    - solo piano (2012)
The Road Ahead   - solo piano (2013)
Dreams From Afar - solo piano (2014)

Notable Facts:
•   Michael’s music has been nominated in the instrumental categories at several awards including:
 Unisong International Songwriting Competition, The Independent Music Awards, Los Angeles Music Awards, and the International Acoustic Music Awards. 
•    Coming Into View spent 6 months in the Top 40 of the ZMR radio airplay charts in 2008/2009
•    Time spent 7 months in the Top 40 of the ZMR radio airplay charts in 2012 
•    Several of Michael’s songs have charted in the Top 10 at Music Choice Soundscapes
•    Time was nominated for Best Solo Piano CD of 2012 by Whisperings Solo Piano Radio
•    Time was nominated for Instrumental Album of the Year at the 2012 GMA Canada Covenant Awards
•    The Road Ahead was nominated for Best Solo Piano CD of 2013 by Whisperings Solo Piano Radio
•    Dreams From Afar is nominated for Best Solo Piano CD of 2014 by Whisperings Solo Piano Radio 

TV / Radio:

Reviews:

• Michael’s music has been placed on many popular TV shows on networks including the Discovery Channel, TLC, 
History Channel and National Geographic.

• Michael’s solo piano music regularly airs on worldwide broadcasts including Pandora, Music Choice Soundscapes, 
CBC Galaxie Spa, Sirus Spa Channel, Whisperings Solo Piano Radio, SKY.fm Solo Piano, and many FM radio sta-
tions.

“Michael Logozar has the rare gift of melody. I say rare because while there are a million pianists out there who can play, there are 
far fewer who can actually craft a song that you sing along with in your heart every time you hear it....and he writes those kinds of 
songs. Almost every one of them is a perfect gem.”                                                     - David Nevue, founder of Whisperings Solo Piano Radio

“Many musicians play from the heart (or claim to), but when an artist has the playing chops to do whatever his composer’s heart wants 
to express, it makes such a compelling difference...definitely a candidate for my 2013 Favorites list...Very Highly Recommended!”

                 - Kathy Parsons, Mainly Piano_____________________

“With songs that reach deep into your soul and with masterful compositions, Time is one of the few solo piano albums you can 
enjoy in full from beginning to end....highly recommended.”                           - Alejandro Clavijo, Reviews New Age (translation)

“In Time, he gives another sterling performance of his own brand of solo piano...Michael seems to be able to share his discover-
ies on an aural plane where everyone who hears his music can readily understand, but more importantly relate.    I am a fan.” 

     - R.J Lannan, Zone Music Reporter__________________

“It’s hard to say where the instrument ends and the heart begins...”   
     - Broadjam review 


